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ABOUT THE COMBINED BA/MD PROGRAM 

The Program Offers 

 a Reserved seat at 

 the University  of 

 New Mexico  

School  of Medicine  

ADDRESSING THE PHYSICIAN SHORTAGE IN 

NEW MEXICO 

The Combined BA/MD Degree Program is an eight-year degree part-

nership program between the College of Arts and Sciences and the 

School of Medicine. It is designed to alleviate the physician shortage 

in New Mexico. The program began in 2006 and provides opportuni-

ties in medical education to New Mexico high school students, espe-

cially those from rural and underserved communities throughout the 

state. Every year a diverse class of 28 high school seniors who are 

committed to serving New Mexico communities with the greatest 

need are admitted into the Program in their pursuit to become medi-

cal doctors. Students gain unique rural medicine experience and 

public health preceptorship opportunities that begin in the under-

graduate years and continue throughout medical school. The class-

room curriculum for these rural medicine experiences emphasizes 

the public health perspective. The Program curriculum offers a 

strong foundation for practicing medicine with sensitivity to New 

Mexicans and their healthcare needs.  

EARN A RESERVED SEAT AT THE SCHOOL OF 

MEDICINE 

BA/MD students earn both a Bachelor of Arts and a medical degree 

at UNM. Students first earn a baccalaureate degree through the Col-

lege of Arts & Sciences in a challenging four-year curriculum specifi-

cally designed to prepare them for entering medical school. Upon 



 

 On Becoming A Doctor: Taking Care 

Joseph L. Sanchez - Medical Student 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

  

The daily routine of medical 

school calls for one to be ever 

adaptive. One moment you’re 

on top of the world, the next 

you’re wondering how they  

expect you to learn a          

semester’s worth of            

information in a week. As a 

student accustomed to        

success, I struggled personally 

when I failed my first quiz as a 

medical student; transitioning 

from a humanities background 

to the cold, unforgiving world 

of hard science caught me off 

guard. 

Medical school is kind of like a 

movie. Everyone has a part 

they play. I found myself a  

little too often asking whether 

they cast the right person for 

the role of “Small-Town-Boy-

Who-Beats-the-Odds-and-

Succeeds-Anyway.” Apparently 

medical professionals have a 

term for this. They call this 

idea “The Imposter            

Syndrome.” Knowing I wasn’t 

the only bird lost at sea gave 

me some form of comfort. 

There is something to be said 

about peers working side by 

side to overcome    similar 

challenges. The BA/MD       

Program provided me with the 

opportunity to take classes 

outside the hard sciences, and 

for the first few weeks in    

Fundamentals of Medical      

Sciences, I wholeheartedly  

regretted my decision to study 

English and Philosophy. There 

was a period of time when I 

I could have majored in        

biochemistry and still have    

experienced the same troubles! 

(The same thing happened to 

many of my peers.)  

Knowing what I know now, I’m 

glad I had the opportunity to be 

a fraternity man, to work on my 

writing, and to further my     

interest in unanswerable    

questions. It took me a while to 

find my stride, but I did not find 

it alone: my relationships kept 

me afloat. In medical school, 

there is a dedicated outpouring 

of help and        resources at 

your disposal. The School of 

Medicine wants you to succeed. 

Hard work is    necessary, but 

the result is your transformation 

into a competent, caring     

medical  provider. For those 

considering the BA/MD Program, 

and those undergraduate      

students    looking toward   

medical school, I invite you to 

take away a few lessons from 

my struggles. First, if it worked 

for you in  undergraduate    

classes, it will work for you in 

medical school. If you studied 

with flash cards, keep doing 

that. If you’re a visual learner, 

don’t forget the concept maps 

you were encouraged to create 

in     General Chemistry.      

Second, do not forget where 

you came from. Your friends, 

family, and other significant  

relationships will carry you 

through the hard times. The 

You will be told to “take care of 

yourself,” but also expected to 

do 100 things at the same time. 

Do something small for yourself 

everyday beyond eating well 

enough and getting exercise. 

Time management as an      

undergraduate student will   

carry over to your professional 

training. Get good at tuning out 

the world now and become   

expert at sticking to a schedule. 

Finally, I urge you to write a 

letter to yourself, and take it 

out and read it when the going 

gets tough. Tell yourself that no 

matter how hard things be-

come, you will get through it. 

Remind yourself why you chose 

medicine as your professional 

career. Stay true to yourself, 

keep your nose to the ground, 

learn from your mistakes, and 

take it one step at a time. There 

will be setbacks. There will also 

be triumphs. Celebrate the 

small victories. Do it for the 

sake of your community. Do it 
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    Let’s Go Outback Tonight 

Priscilla Mendoza -  2013 COHORT 

We hiked the second tallest 

peak in Western Australia, Mt. 

Bruce, and swam in three   

incredible gorges at Karijini 

National Park,even though we 

got a flat tire from driving on 

the rocky red roads. We 

passed through Aboriginal 

towns on the way back and 

drove through the beautiful 

Wheat Belt just north of Perth 

before making it back home to 

our comfortable beds and 

warm showers. I only have a 

month of classes left before 

the exam period and my     

calendar is already full with 

assignment due dates,    

weekend trips, and remaining 

pub crawls. I have made some 

lifelong friendships, gotten a 

different perspective of    

medicine through my classes 

like Drugs that Changed the 

World, and have learned more 

about myself and about what I 

consider important more than 

I would have ever imagined. I 

can’t wait to travel more and 

In the three years  

leading up to my semester 

abroad I never considered 

traveling to the Land Down  

Under but after being in Perth, 

Western Australia for over two 

months I can say that I am 

blessed to be in this beautiful 

country! It took over 30 hours 

and almost 10,000 miles to 

finally hear a G’day from the 

people of Perth and every mile 

I got further away from home 

was a chance to prove my   

independence and sense of  

adventure.  

 We slept in tents and 

sleeping bags for over a week, 

drove over 2000 kilometers, 

ate out of tin cans, and braved 

the rain, wind, and the gap in 

the ozone layer to see the 

beauty of Western Australia! 

We saw the literally pink lake 

Port Gregory and walked along 

the sandy cliffs of the Indian 

Ocean.We sat in Nature’s   

Window in Kalbarri National 

Park and almost touched dol-

phins at Monkey Mia. We had 
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HEALERS OF TOMORROW 

ALEX WIN - 2016 COHORT 

 

Volunteering Abroad 

Kelli Daniell Duran -  2015 COHORT 

 

 

From South America to Ireland, volunteering always has the same effect 

on me. Two very different countries offered very different benefits for me 

this past summer. I went to Peru and volunteered in one of the poorest 

villages. People here lived in houses with dirt floors and smoke char all 

over the walls from the fires they had to start to keep warm. Learning 

about the Peruvian medical system was really intriguing. I worked on a 

tuberculosis project because it was a very prevalent disease there.  

This summer I completed my Healers of   

Tomorrow intern project with the Native 

Health Initiative. My project was to provide 

donated 3D printers and on-site training  

orientations to Indian Health Service clinics 

in rural New Mexico. 

 

Rural clinics often operate within the      

confines of supply deficits. Three             

dimensional printers fabricate items by 

melding materials such as low-cost plastic 

filament into custom formed objects. Medical         

applications include the custom               

manufacturing of dental implants and       

orthotics such as splints or braces, which are 

typically cost-prohibitive for patients in rural 

communities. 

 

The challenge of supplying rural clinics is not 

only monetary, but also includes having the 

necessary supplies on hand at the right 

time. A patient may not be able to return to 

a clinic, making the single visit the only 

I collaborated with Dr. Jeffery Weisman of 

Washington University to bring donated 3D 

printers to the Mescalero and Acoma-

Canoncito-Laguna Service Units in  order to 

investigate the potential usage and           

applications for future donations.                                                           

 

Two biomedical engineers from Dr. Weis-

man’s group came to New Mexico to lead the 

technical orientation. Later in the summer, I 

was able to visit their new 3D printing lab in  

St. Louis, where we wrote an article and  

discussed applying for research grants to 

further study the capacity of this technology 
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IMAGINING IRELAND 

NICOLETTE GONZALES—2014 COHORT 

This past spring I had the amazing opportunity to do a short-term study abroad studying Irish literature 

and Irish modern-history in both the Republic of Ireland (an independent 

country) and Northern Ireland (which is still under the British Crown). It 

was a 6-credit hour, 2-week long course (yes, I am crazy) during which I 

learned not only about my primary research topic (the Spanish Arch and 

medieval Irish trade), but I also learned about the world. I was im-

mersed in a culture I had never seen before nor even thought about 

studying. It rained like crazy,     everything was green, and sheep were 

everywhere. I was able to travel to many towns across the country see-

ing everything from the boisterous town of Dublin, to the slower simple 

life of the Aran Islands. The Cliffs of Moher were as grand as “The Prin-

cess Bride” depicted them, and 

“Game of Thrones” scenes 

seemed to unfurl before my 

 

 

with dark moments, the future 

seems bright, and with       

amazing pub music, dreamy 

castles, and the sweet Irish lilt, 

it is definitely the Ireland I          

They have to pretty much go to extraordinary measures to receive 

treatment for tuberculosis. It was a very eye opening experience  

living among the poorest people in Peru, but very heart warming and 

Ireland on the other hand was a very similar to America. I mainly did 

work in soup kitchens and among the homeless and disadvantaged. 

We cleaned the streets and visited local pet sanctuaries. The people 

of Ireland that I could help were so                                             

I went with UNM to Ireland and it was a wonderful program. Volunteering 

abroad is an amazing way to see different countries as well as help    

people along the way. It has also helped me understand diversity  with a 

new meaning which is an extremely helpful trait to [posses as well as 
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A Summer Abroad 

Deanna Gonzales—2013 Cohort 

 

    If someone would have told 

me as a high school senior that 

I’d one day be able to travel 

Europe on scholarship, I’d 

think that it sounded            

impossible. At that time in my 

life, I was wondering how I 

would pay for college and if I’d 

even  decide to go. Never in a 

million years would I have 

thought that I’d be given so 

many opportunities in my     

future in large part due to the 

Combined BA/MD Degree    

Program. As a college      

freshman in the program, I 

anticipated studying abroad 

and participating in an        

intensive language program in 

a different country.             

This became a reality this past 

summer when I chose to     

participate in the  Centro de 

Lenguas Modernas in Granada, 

Spain. Although my ultimate 

goal was to learn the          

language, I learned so much 

more. With no previous       

experience traveling outside of 

New Mexico, much less the 

United States, I stepped out of 

In Spain I saw the oldest     

Catholic church in the world, the 

beautiful castle of Alhambra, 

swam in the Mediterranean off 

the beach of Nerja, and saw the 

famous Plaza de Espana       

covering the entire southern 

coast of Spain. But I didn’t stop 

there. Apart from my study 

abroad program in Spain, I     

decided to travel to Italy for four 

days- alone. I had heard people 

say all the time that the best 

way to travel is alone and it 

was! Although my biggest     

concern was safety being that I 

did not have an operational 

phone and didn’t know any    

Italian, I think the most         

fundamental moment for me 

was realizing that no one knew 

exactly where I was. I met 

many people from all over the 

world along the way in hostels 

My trip to Europe allowed me to 

learn Spanish, expand my      

understanding of culture and      

diversity, but most importantly 

it taught me how to live. Life is 

too short not to live it out and 

accomplish what you want in 

life. I am truly blessed to have 

been given the opportunity to 

not only study free of any       

financial burden, but to be able 

to gain experiences through 

 When I returned to Spain from 

Italy, I ventured out of my  

comfort zone to meet locals in 

Spain. I met native Spanish  

students at the University of 

Granada who showed me where 

the best restaurants were, how 

to navigate the town, and the 

best sites around the town. I 

gained an unforgettable        
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Application requirements 
The UNM Combined BA/MD Degree Program considers all aspects of an applicant’s background, experience and 

academic progress including: 

 Academic excellence (ex. GPA, ACT/SAT scores, honors courses, advanced placement courses, and  

international baccalaureate courses) 

 Community involvement 

 Volunteer experience 

 Commitment to practice medicine in New Mexico 

 Honors and awards 

 Extracurricular activities 

 3 Letters of recommendation 

 Personal statement 

 2 Interviews 

 

Eligibility 
Application eligibility for the Combined BA/MD Degree Program requires that a student: 

 Be a New Mexico resident at time of application. 

 Be a current New Mexico high school senior (high school seniors outside New Mexico who are enrolled 

members of the Navajo Tribe and live in the Navajo Nation are also eligible 

 Have a personal commitment to pursue a medical career in New Mexico’s rural or medically underserved 

areas. 

 

Application Timeline 
 Application available: August, 2016 

 Application deadline: November 11th, 2016 

 Interviews: November 2016– February 2017 

 Final decision notification: April 1, 2017 

 Applicant commitment: May 1, 2017 

The application can be found online at: http://som.unm.edu/education/bamd 

 

Contact us 
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8 AM– 5 PM 

Physical Location: 2400 Tucker NE 

      Family Medicine Center, #248, Room 137 

Phone: 505-925-4500  FAX 505-925-4004 

 Toll free: 1-877-977-BAMD (2263) 

Email: HSC-CombinedBAMD@unm.edu 

Website: http://som.unm.edu/education/bamd/index/html 

Minimum ACT or SAT Scores 

 ACT SAT 

Math 22 ≥510 

Reading 19 ≥450 

Science 19  

English 19  

*Scores must be achieved prior to the 
application deadline. 

(SAT subject test scores are not accepted.) 

 

Newsletters published twice a year by the UNM Combined BA/MD Degree Program. UNM SOM Program Manager: Cynthia Mar-
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